Certain foods are central to the story of Passover. They help illustrate the Hagaddah (the story of Passover), which is read before the family enjoys its Seder dinner. The foods are presented on the Seder Plate, which is typically compartmentalized to hold symbolic foods.

Matzos is unleavened bread, much like a cracker. It represents what the Hebrews ate during their flight from Egypt. Because they left in such haste, the Hebrews did not have time to let dough rise for their bread. So they took the dough and "cooked" it on rocks heated by the sun. At the Seder, three matzos are placed into the folds of the special cover. The matzos in the center fold is broken in two pieces, symbolizing the parting of the Red Sea. The larger of the broken pieces, called the Afikomen, may be hidden for the children to find at the end of the dinner.

Z'roah is a roasted shank-bone. It represents the Paschal lamb and deliverance of the people from slavery.

Roasted egg is a hard-boiled egg whose shell has been blackened. It represents life and rebirth.

Moror is a bitter herb, specifically freshly grated horseradish. It represents the hardships that Jewish ancestors had to endure, as slaves in Egypt as well as during the Holocaust.

Haroseth is a mixture of crushed nuts, apples, cinnamon and honey or wine. It represents the mortar used by the Hebrew slaves to construct the Pharaoh's buildings.

Karpas is a green vegetable, typically parsley, it could also represent celery or watercress. It symbolizes the Pharaoh's edict of Death would pass over them on the night of the tenth plague. After all of this, Pharaoh and his army chased Moses wanting to free his people is where the famous phrase "Let my people go" comes from.

According to Jewishappleseed.org, Passover is a Jewish holiday that celebrates the liberation of the Israelites from Egypt around 1225 B.C.E. The Israelites migrated to Egypt during a time in which famine was spreading through the East. The famine lasted seven years, a time that had been predicted by Joseph, son of the Patriarch Jacob.

An Egyptian Pharaoh felt very threatened by the Israelites and ordered that all male Israelite babies be killed at birth. Over the time, the Israelites went through much hardship under this Pharaoh's reign. The Bible said that God told Moses to lead the Israelites out of Egypt. According to Jewishappleseed.org, Passover is a Jewish holiday that celebrates the liberation of the Israelites from Egypt around 1225 B.C.E. The Israelites migrated to Egypt during a time in which famine was spreading through the East. The famine lasted seven years, a time that had been predicted by Joseph, son of the Patriarch Jacob.

During this time ten plagues were visited upon the Egyptians, the last of which was the death of the first born of each family.

God told the Israelites to slaughter a lamb as a paschal sacrifice and put the blood of the sacrifice on the doorposts of their homes so that the Angel of Death would pass over them on the night of the tenth plague.

After this victorious moment took place God told the Israelites to celebrate each year with a seven-day festival during which they should eat only unleavened bread.

Two days of this holiday were set aside as special days during which no work was to be done. The first night of the holiday was to be special. It was to include the eating of the Paschal sacrifice (of the lamb), bitter herbs, and unleavened bread, and the telling of the story of the Exodus from Egypt.
Yahoo Horoscopes
Tuesday
April 3, 2007

Aquarius
Today is a great day to try something new. Take a risk; enjoy the excitement.

Places
A long-overdue debt will be paid to you today. Be generous with what you receive.

Aries
Positive possibilities are all around you — it's a good day to start new things.

Taurus
Enthusiasm will get you noticed in a very positive way today, but don't overdo it.

Gemini
Cutting corners may be tempting today — but resist. You'll reach your goal in time.

Cancer
Make sure that you proceed carefully with any new projects today. Do your research.

Leo
You will be fiery and full of energy today. Explore something new.

Virgo
A person who made a big splash in your life is acting unusual and needs some space.

Libra
Today it's okay to rely on others until you can maintain your own momentum.

Scorpio
Your unconscious mind is making choices — and you need to make sure they're right.

Sagittarius
There is strength in numbers, so get involved with a group — you won't be sorry.

Capricorn
Your hopes for one of your

David's Gadgets
Surveillance
By David Sandy

Crime is more likely to take place at night than during the day. Because of this, it does not always have eyewitnesses.

Without eyewitnesses, there's no way officers know who to convict. That is, unless there is a camera installed where the crime takes place.

This tool is useful for businesses that are not open 24 hours a day because the camera can capture video even if you are not around. And the most common type of crime that takes place in businesses is theft. Criminals try to break into the business to steal money.

The University of Florida and Ohio State University are 900 miles apart. Despite their distance from each other, the two schools have met three times in a 101-day span. In the end, Florida has taken all three matchups, winning two national championships in the process.

The first matchup came on December 23rd in Gainesville. Florida won that matchup 86-60. Florida led that game 38-29 at the half. A second half run helped the Gators pull away in that game.

In 2006, Court TV launched a program that focuses on video surveillance called "Video Justice."

It is produced by John Langley, who also produces "Cops." You can see "Video Justice" on Friday, April 6th at 8 P.M.

Gators Chomp Ohio
Gators Play Ohio In NCAA
By David Sandy

The schools met for a third time Monday night for the NCAA men's basketball championship in Atlanta, GA. Florida used a 12-2 run and a 9-0 run to take a 40-29 halftime lead. They remained in control throughout the second half en route to an 84-75 win for their second NCAA championship.

Two schools, two sports, three matchups, two national championships, one winner. It's great to be a Florida Gator.

A popular hamburger is The Heavenly Hamburger. It contains 100 percent of ground chick and always seems to be the customers' favorite.

Hamburger Heaven means arrives fresh each morning and is pressed out into eight-ounce burgers, then flame-broiled. If you love burgers I suggest you take a trip up there.

Two schools, two sports, three matchups, two national championships, one winner. It's great to be a Florida Gator.

A popular hamburger is The Heavenly Hamburger. It contains 100 percent of ground chick and always seems to be the customers' favorite.

Hamburger Heaven means arrives fresh each morning and is pressed out into eight-ounce burgers, then flame-broiled. If you love burgers I suggest you take a trip up there.

I'm sure you won't be sorry. Hamburger Heaven is located 30 minutes away from Boca in Palm Beach (exit 70). It is on 314 South Country Road and its number is (561) 655-5277.
SGA Winners

Congratulations to the 2007-08 Student Government Association (SGA) officers.

President
Bernard Londoni, a sophomore from the Democratic Republic of Congo, majoring in international relations

Vice President
Armando Castillo, a sophomore from Guatemala, majoring in business administration with a concentration in general management

Chief Financial Officer
Michael Griffith, a sophomore from Princess Anne, Md., majoring in communication with a concentration in film studies

Secretary
Gene Prousnitzer, a freshman from Roland, Ark., majoring in business administration with a concentration in general management

Residence Hall Association (RHA) Chair
Linette Hidalgo, a sophomore from Southwest Ranches, Fla., majoring in both international relations and criminal justice

Knights Activity Team (KAT) Chair
Joey McNamara, a sophomore from Lancaster, Mass., majoring in hospitality administration with a concentration in hotel, resort and food services

Assistant Technology Lab
Parents and Families Association Assistive Technology (AT) Lab FREE for ALL Lynn University Students

The lab was created to empower you to become a more successful independent learner through the use of the latest technology in the areas of reading and writing.

The lab is supervised by a technology expert who will train you in how to use technology to increase your achievement in ALL your classes.

The lab is FREE for ALL Lynn University students and is open every Tuesday from 4-6pm. It is housed in the Heller Family Diagnostic Lab in the International building room 204.

SGA New Government

The Trev’s and Morg’s Radio Show

Outreach Program Taking Calls Every Thursday
By Lauren Wiley

Trevor Grafflin

The “Trev’s and Morg’s Radio Show” hosted by Lynn’s Student Administrative Services own Trevor Grafflin and Morgan O’Sullivan.

The two are tackling issues and providing “rumor control” for students. Grafflin explains “Outreach is about you guys, its about life! How do we get you prepared for it?”

The idea of the radio program is to accommodate the needs of the students, from registering online, getting a driver’s license, to utilizing their skills acquired at Lynn for the next big step.

Grafflin and O’Sullivan can help you through it. Grafflin has taken it upon himself to be a liaison so to speak.

Morgan O’Sullivan

“I wish I had someone like me telling me these things when I was graduating high school and in college,” he said.

The program is indeed a work in progress, but listeners are responding. Guests have included Student Government candidates, alumni, faculty, and Career development.

The show gives the student a chance to speak to those who really know the answers to the things we as students are concerned with.

You’ve got questions they’ve got the answers. Tune into the “Trev’s and Morg’s Show” every Thursday afternoon from 12-1 PM on 96.3FM Lynn Knight Radio.

Lynn Advice

Avoid Registration Hassle
By David Sandy

Advising week is right around the corner running from April 9-13, and students will be heading to the Registrar’s office to sign up for fall classes.

The lines are going to be so long, Try registering online at www.lynn.edu/mylynn. Just go to that website, log in, and select your major. You can also choose which days of the week you want displayed.

Are you an early riser, or do you like to sleep in? You can easily choose between morning, afternoon, and evening classes. The best way to go is to leave all the options open, because lots of classes might be booked if you filter down too much.

Once you have all your classes picked, you can print out your schedule.

During registration, avoid the hassle of standing in a line that’s a mile long. Just register online. The earlier, the better since select classes will fill up fast.

There are some limitations. If you have been on probation, you will not be able to register online. You have to go to the Registrar’s office and register the hard way.

For more information on advising week, registration and classes that are right for you, visit your department advisor and schedule an appointment.

The dates of registration for each credit hour level can be found online through the Lynn website closer to registration.
Aquarius

Take time to ponder questions about your career today. Is it time for a change?

Pisces

Being kind is one thing, but being a doormat is quite another. Stand your ground.

Aries

Look behind the scenes -- don't be distracted by what's in the spotlight now.

Taurus

Don't fear the intensity of your feelings for someone. It's okay to be excited!

Gemini

You will appreciate the actions of people in your life on a deeper level today.

Cancer

If you can't make a decision today, then you are not meant to make a decision today.

Leo

Your emotions are unpredictable today. Try not to overreact to others' comments.

Virgo

If you start feeling restless today, distract yourself by hanging out with friends.

Libra

It's not wise to mix business and pleasure right now. Beware of distractions.

Scorpio

Your emotions are getting more and more intense; this will help motivate you.

Sagittarius

You may be feeling gloomy this afternoon -- fun friends can improve your mood.

Capricorn

If you focus only on a relationship's potential future, you'll miss the fun present!

With the preppy look of most Lynn students, Lilly Pulitzer is a designer that fits in well.

Lilly Pulitzer started her business in Palm Beach after moving from New York. She started the line on a stand on Worth Avenue and the shoppers loved the array of pink, green, yellow and orange vibrant colors and designs.

In the 60's and 70's Pulitzer stores sprang up in favorite resorts of the jet set, and her pink and green colors became the banner of the preppy lifestyle.

In 1993 Pulitzer made a huge comeback and has been more popular and in style then ever before. The Lilly Pulitzer line is now available in over 70 Lilly Pulitzer Signature Shops, company owned retail stores, fine specialty stores and department stores such as Saks, Bloomingdales, Neiman Marcus and Nordstroms nationwide. Now, you can even order from their famous Lilly catalog.

Pulitzer herself is alive and well today. She often entertain various family members and friends in her home in Palm Beach, which she affectionately calls "The Jungle."

For those who have not discovered her, but love the bright style and flair, I suggest you try it out.

She makes dresses, skirts, shirts, sweaters, pants, bathing suits, coverups, accessories and much more. She is even making designer wear for little boys and grown men.

According to Susan Filan, "The Jungle." is your body ready for those beach days? Well don't worry because here are some great ways to get in shape fast.

Well, first off, an easy way to look at it is, you need to cut back the calories. You need to eat less and burn more calories by exercising. I know it sounds a whole lot easier than it is. But don't kill yourself; just say no to that extra cookie you really want to eat.

Our bodies naturally burn about 2,000 calories a day; if you are eating that much and not exercising, your weight should not change dramatically.

The key is to exercise and burn calories to drop you under the 2,000-calorie point. About a half-an-hour will do this for most women. If you do that and watch your calories, you will eventually lose weight.

Bikini season strikes back; is your body ready for those beach days? Well don't worry because here are some great ways to get in shape fast.

According to WebMD here are some fun easy workouts that you can do at home watching TV. These workouts will not only make you look great, they will increase your energy level.

Pushups

If floor pushups are too difficult for you, start off by standing up with your hands on the wall, then pushing back. Do this 10 times; increase the reps as the exercise gets easier.

Chair squats

Stand up, sit down, then stand right back up (for even more of a workout, don't sit down all the way). Do this for the length of one commercial. As it gets easier, do it again for the next commercial.

Marching in place

Move both your arms and legs; add jumping jacks to increase the intensity.
Advising Week
Date: April 9 - 13
By Lauren Wiley

Been a while since you met with your advisor? This week is your chance to catch up and register for fall classes.

Advising week gives you the opportunity to meet with your academic advisor to discuss things from course registration, classes needed to graduate, internships, to summer opportunities to meet with your school sessions. Advisors are there for you to keep you on track and help you make the right decisions to get the most out of your education at Lynn.

If you don’t have an advisor, visit your department advisor and schedule an appointment.

SGA Meeting
Date: April 10
Time: 7:00 P.M.
Where: Green Center

Coffee in the Courtyard
Date: April 11
Time: 3 - 5 P.M.
Where: Student Center Courtyard

See a variety of outfits appropriate for Career Expo and work for both men and women. Also, Dillard’s CliniQue make-up artists will demonstrate tips on applying make-up to complement your outfit.

Pizza and a Movie
Date: April 12
Time: 7 P.M.

On the horizon, the time of defending its Sunshine State Conference title from a year ago has come. The Lynn men’s and women’s tennis team travel north to take on three of the top teams in the nation on consecutive days this weekend.

Men’s Tennis
The sixth ranked men’s Fighting Knights go up against the top-ranked NAIA powerhouse Auburn-Montgomery, the Division II No.1 team West Florida, and defending Division III champions and second-ranked Emory University.

The Knights are led by four nationally ranked players and five players with 10 or more wins on the season so far. Three players are ranked in the top-10 including No.1 Lorenzo Cava who is 12-2, No.6 Julien Carausza 12-1, and No.10 Dennis Riegraf (14-1) who is chasing the all-time record for victories. Also ranked is No.46 Denis Reinert 13-0 while freshman newcomer Tomas Rakac is 10-1 on the season.

Lynn’s first challenge will be against Auburn-Montgomery on Thursday. The Senators are 13-1 this season. Just a day later the Knights battle top-ranked West Florida who are 19-2 this season in Pensacola.

The Aragonas also have four players ranked, including two in the top-10. Closing out the trip, Lynn faces defending Division III champions Emory in Montgomery, Alabama. The meeting is the first ever for the Knights and the Eagles who are 13-5 on the season.

After clinching its ninth undefeated Sunshine State Conference season in 10 years, the women’s team hits the road for three tough matches in preparation to defend its 2006 league championship. The Fighting Lady Knights battle top-ranked NAIA Auburn-Montgomery on Thursday before taking on fifth-ranked West Florida and Division I Samuelson University on Friday and Saturday, respectively.

Women’s Tennis
Lynn’s Lady Fighting Knights are 15-2, and 8-0 in the Sunshine State Conference. The third-ranked team in the nation, is led by three nationally ranked players. Returning All-American Vicki Weltz 8-6 is ranked No. 18, while fellow All-American Alex Schunk 15-2 is No. 19. Finishing out the singles rankings is undefeated Gedvile Norkute with a 15-0 mark on the season, the defending SSC Player of the Week, at No. 40.

With five singles players ranked in the NAIA polls for Auburn-Montgomery 18-0, the Senators also boast three doubles tandems in the national rankings. The Knights have played University of Auburn-Montgomery seven times in program history and are 3-4 all together.

The 5th Ranked Argonauts are 15-5 on the season and have three players ranked in the top-50 in the nation. Lynn has historically had success against University of West Florida, compiling a 12-1 over the Argonauts in program history.

Lynn closes the trio of matches out with its fourth and final match against a D-1 opponent in Samford. Both programs have never met before in match play. The Knights are 2-1 against Division I schools this season.

This year, The Lynn 2020 Buck was developed to create Incentives for members of the university community (students, faculty and staff) to get Involved, exemplifying the spirit of the Lynn 2020 Strategic Plan.

Earning Lynn 2020 Bucks will show your support and active participation in the Lynn 2020 Strategic Plan, and, of course, you can also win fabulous prizes. Are you IN?

Bucks are distributed among several “buck rep” on campus from various departments and divisions. If you would like to add a “way to earn,” e-mail news@lynn.edu with your suggestion.

You may also earn an unexpected buck from someone as a “thank you” for a job well done, for going the extra mile, or lending a helping hand.

Come to the cafeteria on 2020 Tuesdays each week at 12:30 P.M. for the “official” Lynn 2020 Buck drawing. The winning name will be posted on MyLynn by the end of the day. Winners draw from a pool of prizes.

Note: If you are present at the drawing, you can draw your prize immediately; if not, you can draw your prize at the Office ofMarketing and Communication.

Editor Rachel Weiss, Art Director Ashley Roberts, Circulation Director Matthew Mulane, Advertising Director Melanie Pierce Staff: Carissa Pecora, Jonathan By, Lindsey Koniers, Sarah Mauer, John Puckly, Melissa Roberts, David Sandy, Dana Shiner, Christina Cutenge, Britt Davis, Dharmesh Minaya, Vanessa Ortiz, Whitney Tower, Ashley Duckley, Lauren Wiley and Simone Solé Faculty Advisor: Mykles Lubeck.
David’s Gadgets
MapQuest
By David Sandy

Do you frequently get lost on the road? Then next time you should go to www.mapquest.com to get driving directions.

The site asks you to fill in everything you know about your destination: business, address, city, state, zip. The more information you provide, the closer it will get you to your destination.

Even if you don’t provide all the information, mapquest.com will give you a list of places based on the information you have provided. Click on the listing that best suits you.

When I took a trip to Tampa in March, I was asked to go to this site for directions from our house in Savannah, GA to the hotel where we would be staying. Once you have a Point A and a Point B, mapquest.com will tell you the distance and amount of time you will be traveling.

They will also give you step-by-step instructions on how to get there. And mapquest.com now saves every place you search for, so as long as you use the same computer to perform the search, you never have to enter the information again, even if you plan to return to the same place.

Are you stopping halfway? You can add up to ten stops on mapquest.com. In 2001, I created a road trip of places I want to visit that totaled over 8,000 miles.

Get Directions From Above Location

Last week “The Pursuit of Happiness” was on DVD. If you haven’t had a chance to catch this flick, I strongly recommend it.

The Pursuit of happiness is a drama starring Will Smith and his real life son Jaden Christopher Syre Smith. The movie came out in 2006, was a hit at the box office and also nominated for an Academy Award. This movie is based on a true story about Christopher Gardner. Throughout the movie you watch and see how he tries to make it in the world with nothing. Then he finally gets a chance at making it in the stock market.

It shows you that if you really put your mind to something you can get it. It also shows you that when things get tough you got to stick them out and keep trying.

There are a lot of life lessons in this movie. If you get nothing else out of it hopefully you can see that.

Yahoo Horoscopes
Tuesday
April 10, 2007

Aquarius
A charming person’s coy ambiguity may be a big waste of your time. Be wary.

Pisces
If there’s something missing from your group today, improvise until you get it back.

Aries
You don’t need to cheat to achieve your goals. Don’t be tempted by a shady deal.

Taurus
It’s time to start planning your next travel adventure! Act now to get a great deal.

Gemini
Try not to become overly emotional in conversations today. Stay rational.

Cancer
If you are contemplating a change, take it slowly — gradual transitions are wise.

Leo
If the status of a relationship is not clear, you should open your eyes a bit wider.

Virgo
Be prepared for some critical feedback today — you should not take offense.

Libra
Sharing a secret may make you feel vulnerable, but it’ll be very good for your soul.

Scorpio
Awkward silences will feel especially awkward today, so start conversations.

Sagittarius
Expressing yourself is necessary today. Say what you feel, and be creative.

Capricorn
To get better results with a puzzling person, change your approach.
Advising Week

Date: April 9 - 13

By Lauren Wiley

Advising week gives you the opportunity to meet with your academic advisor to discuss career, internships, to summer school sessions. Advisors are there for you to keep you on track and help you to get the most out of your education at Lynn. If you don't have an advisor visit your department advisor and schedule an appointment.

Coffee in the Courtyard

Date: April 11
Time: 3 - 5 P.M.
Where: Student Center Courtyard

Pizza and a Movie

Date: April 12
Time: 7 P.M.

Date: April 13
Time: 7:30 P.M.
Where: Student Center auditorium

This free inspirational program, Spirit Power, along with free ice cream sundae, is hosted by Christian musician and motivational speaker Marty Rotella. Everyone is welcome! For more information, visit www.martyrotella.com.

Rotaract Club

Lynn Gives Back To The Community

From MyLynn

The Rotaract Club joined the Rotary Club of Boca Raton Sunset last month in activities to help give back to the local community.

Lynn Rotaract has a full-filled, productive and enjoyable morning at Rosemary Ridge cleaning up the preserve, picking up litter and clearing out reeds and vines. Members of the Rotaract Club also helped hand out food and water to the underprivileged at a health fair at a school in Belle Glades. All enjoyed the experience and gained a greater understanding of the underprivileged and disabled.

If you would like to get involved in Rotaract's mission to help the community, e-mail Morgan Holmes, president, or call 561-929-1677.

Rotaract meetings are 6:30 P.M. on Thursdays in the EML residence hall, Room 500.

Lynn Tours Aircraft

Aviation Fraternity Visits Airbus

From MyLynn

A group of students and members of Alpha Eta Rho visited the training facility of Airbus North America in Miami last month. Jennifer Klukofsky, Phillip Prada, Kuda Biza, Arsenio Rombley, David Onigbinde, Elias Parra, Michael Nagy, Chris Brenton, Carlos Federspiel and Tiernan John were accompanied on the visit by Jennifer's father, Captain Howard Klukofsky, a 767 captain for United Airlines (and Jennifer's father). During the visit, the chief flight instructor, James Hamadeh, introduced the group to Airbus Industrie and Airbus' new mega project, the A380. The students saw the full-motion simulators and cabin "mock-ups" for the A320, A330 and A340 aircrafts, several aircraft doors, deployed evacuation slides, life vests and life rafts.

The highlight of the tour was the opportunity to experience the A340 simulator when Innovation Contest collaborative brainstorming session.
Yahoo Horoscopes
Wednesday
April 11, 2007

Aquarius
Your vision for the future is something that people need to know about today.

Pisces
Stop working so hard! Give yourself a break today—spend some time with friends.

Aries
Stick to your optimism and your happy outlook. You have the right attitude.

Taurus
Be careful not to get caught up in a power struggle. Avoid big egos today.

Gemini
An issue at work or at school deserves all your attention today—don’t put it off.

Cancer
Achieve financial security by better managing your savings and your budget.

Leo
Today you’ll have a blast developing ideas and learning how other people see things.

Virgo
Your mind is full of ideas on how organize things better. It’s a good day to clean.

Libra
Keep talking, and you will make an intellectual connection with someone intriguing.

Scorpio
Problems you’ve been having at home are easing drastically; harmony is in sight.

Sagittarius
If you want to impress someone, today’s the day to show off what you’re made of.

Capricorn
To really start feeling good, you need to forgo the useless quest for perfection.

---

David’s Gadgets
iPhone
By David Sandy

Apple has already released the iPod and many other accessories. This summer, they are expanding yet again by releasing the iPhone.

The iPhone has three key features, a mobile phone, Internet connection, and a widescreen iPod. The iPhone has more controls than your basic iPod. It enters a whole new dimension of technology. You can get maps, search for information on the internet, and check your email right from the iPhone.

Amazingly, you can point your finger at a name, and the iPhone will automatically connect you. It’s that simple. The iPhone is equipped with Safari, so you can search the Internet via Google or Yahoo.

It also has a Photos feature. The iPhone is equipped with a built-in camera for video clips, so you can remember that summer vacation.

So get ready to go get the Apple iPhone. It’s coming to a store near you this summer. You will have the next generation of technology.

---

Revenge In Murder
Former Employee Goes On Shooting Rampage
By Melanie Pierce

According to MSNBC, a man opened fire on Monday in the office of an accounting firm in Detroit killing a 63-year-old woman and wounding two men. Many working that day on tax returns were scared and frantically looking for a way to protect themselves. Some locked office doors, hid under tables, turned off the lights and silenced their cell phones.

The shooter, Anthony LaCalamita III, had been fired the week before from the accounting firm. LaCalamita led the police on a high speed chase but was caught after a motorist listening to the radio and to the events taking place spotted LaCalamita’s vehicle and notified the authorities.

Once the police were able to surround him, LaCalamita showed no hesitation and said nothing. The car was searched and a 12-gauge pump-action shotgun and three live shells were found.

The website for the accounting firm stated that Tuesday April 10, the office would be closed in honor of the memory of their colleague.

---

DannieLynn Paternity Test
Larry Birkhead Tells The World “I Told You So”
By Rachel Weiss

According to CNN, yesterday afternoon a Bohemian court declared Larry Birkhead the daddy of Anna Nicole Smith’s baby DannieLynn. Birkhead informed the public of the paternity test results by saying, “Everybody, I hate to be the one to tell you this—but I told you so.” Anna Nicole’s Mother claims to be happy with the test results, and Howard K. Stern has offered to aid Birkhead in the custody battle.

Look in tomorrow’s paper to find out what’s next for Birkhead and baby.
Advising week gives you the opportunity to meet with your academic advisor to discuss things from course registration, classes needed to graduate, advising week gives you the most out of your education, keep you on track and help you get the most out of your education.

Advisors are there for you to keep you on track and help you make the right decisions to get the most out of your education at Lynn.

If you don’t have an advisor visit your department advisor and schedule an appointment.

Pizza and a Movie

Date: April 12
Time: 7 P.M.

Spirit Power

Date: April 13
Time: 7:30 P.M.
Where: Student Center auditorium

This free inspirational program, Spirit Power, along with free ice cream sundae, is hosted by Christian musician and motivational speaker Marty Rotella. Everyone is welcome! For more information, visit www.martyrotella.com.

Lynn Calendar

Weekly Events

Advising Week

Date: April 9 - 13
By Lauren Wiley

Relay for Life

Date: April 13 - 14
Time: 4:30 P.M.

More than 200 have registered for a total of 20 university teams featuring students, staff and faculty to raise funds and awareness for the American Cancer Society. More than $10,500, has already been raised, nearly reaching the total amount of $12,000 that was raised last year, and striving to reach the expected university goal of $20,000. The opening ceremony for the event will begin at 4:30 p.m. on Friday, April 13. For more information, go to www.caсsevents.org/relay/lynnuniversity.

Please e-mail Ryan at reigelblatt@email.lynn.edu by April 12 if you are interested in entering the drawing.

Concert In The Park

Date: April 14
Time: 7:30 P.M.
Who: Lynn University’s Conservatory of Music
What: Free Concert
Where: Mizner Park, Count de Horenle Amphitheater

Attendees are invited to bring their blankets, folding chairs and refreshments as they enjoy an evening of classical “American” music under the stars. Featuring conservatory students, works will include Star Spangled Banner, Candle Overture, selections from West Side Story, Fanfare for the Common Man, Hoe Down from Rodeo, On the Trail from Grand Canyon Suite, Bugler’s Holiday, Rhapsody in Blue, and a Louis Armstrong medley.

For more information on the conservatory or its events, visit the conservatory Web site at www.lynn.edu/music.

Men’s Baseball

Not Even Lightning Can Stop The Knights

By Sarah Mahan

The Fighting Knights pulled out a great victory against Florida Tech Panthers between lightning delays. Yesterday in Boca the Knights rallied on the Panthers 8-2 breaking a tough three game losing streak which boosted their overall record to 26-16.

In the first the Knights scored the first run of the game off of Joe Arminio’s single up the middle running in Jason Ten Eyk. The Knights in the 2nd inning scored from Chad Crowe’s single to left field batting in Ricky Davis.

Florida Tech went scoreless until the 4th inning where they scored their only two runs of the game off a two run homer from Panther’s Steve Conetta.

With the game tied 2-2 the Knights batted in five more runs all in the sixth inning. Arminio started it off by being hit with a pitch and later advancing to second on a wild pitch.

Gabe Mac Dougall was walked and the Knights made their way to the next base off of a bunt. Davis next singled through the left side batting in Arminio and Mac Dougall was soon brought in off of loaded bases with a walk from Crowe.

The Knights closed the 6th inning leaving the score 7-2. Scoring one more run in the 7th inning from Davis on a balk with bases loaded from Panther’s pitcher Brett Backman.

During the 8th inning the Panthers couldn’t even come close to strike back on the Knights. Due to the lightning delays and darkness the game was called in the bottom of the 8th leaving the Knights with the win over the Panthers 8-2.

Knight’s pitcher Joe Cox allowed only five hits with three strikeouts in the five innings pitched. Joel Burnett closed the sixth inning scoreless and Craig Sheets shutout the last two innings to complete the Knight’s victory.

The Knights play again on Friday the 13th at 7 P.M. against University of Tampa.

Fans can follow the action live by logging on to www.lynn.edu/athletics and click on the live audio and live stats link.
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Aquarius
Trust yourself the way your Prince or Princess Charming would — you deserve it!

Pisces
Something exciting is going on, but you'll have to mind your own business (for now)!

Aries
You can't wait for great things to happen -- you must go out and make them happen!

Taurus
It's a great day to send emails with goofy attachments to friends. Spread a laugh.

Gemini
Someone may take a light comment way too seriously today, so try to be sensitive.

Cancer
Act with grace and charm whenever you can -- someone may be testing your mettle.

Leo
Basking in the glow of someone else's radiance will make you feel warm and inspired.

Virgo
Too much is going on for you to stand out in a crowd — unless you make a big move.

Libra
You have taken on a leadership role in your group, and you need to embrace that.

Scorpio
Your ego will get a big boost today, and you'll give someone else's ego a boost, too.

Sagittarius
Efforts you've made will pay off (though these rewards may look like "good luck").

Capricorn
If you run into a work-related problem, visualize success. It's a sound strategy.

Dannielynn's Daddy
Larry Birkham
By DeShanna Minuto

Many mysteries arose after Anna Nicole Smith's death. One major issue was who Smith's 7-month old daughter, Dannielynn, biological father was. After DNA tests were done, Photographer Larry Birkhead was found to indeed be the father of the baby.

As for Smith's mother, she has also said she will not get in the middle of Birkhead having full custody of Dannielynn. She announced Tuesday "I am happy Dannielynn will know who her real father is, and I look forward to working with Larry Birkhead."

Speculation occurred of all three claiming custody of the child not only to take Dannielynn under their wings, but to possibly inherit millions from the estate of Smith's previous husband-oil tycoon J. Howard Marshall.

Dannielynn could inherit over the estimated $500 million fortune which would also be Birkhead's since he is the actual father.

So, with millions of dollars at stake, Larry Birkhead is indeed the father!

Dannielynn

Summer's around the corner and one of the most essential accessories are a great pair of sunglasses or optical frames.

Here Comes The Sun in Delray Beach has the largest and finest selection of eyewear in Palm Beach County.

Chrome Hearts, Gucci, Oliver Peoples and Prada are some of many that grace the walls.

There is over 800 pairs to choose from which leaves you with quite a selection. Whether your looking for a pair of Maui Jims to head to the beach, or a stylish pair of Versace's this is the place to go.

With warm and helpful employees as well as a lively atmosphere you will be sure to find the perfect fit for you!

So head to Atlantic Ave and stop by and say hi to owner, Joe, he'll fix you up with a nice pair.

The Store is located at 507 E. Atlantic Avenue, Delray Beach next to the Colony Hotel.

Or, you can contact the store at (561) 265-4681. Start your summer in style!
Concert In The Park
Date: April 14
Time: 7:30 P.M.
Who: Lynn University’s Conservatory of Music
What: Free Concert
Where: Mizner Park, Count de Hoernle Amphitheater.

The Conservatory of Music is hosting a free public concert at the Count de Hoernle Amphitheater in Boca Raton’s Mizner Park at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, April 14.

Attendees are invited to bring their blankets, folding chairs and refreshments as they enjoy an evening of classical “American” music under the stars. Featuring Conservatory students, the works will include Star Spangled Banner, Candid Overture, selections from West Side Story, Fanfare for the Common Man, How Down from Rodeo, On the Trail from Grand Canyon Suite, Bugler’s Holiday, Rhapsody in Blue, and a Louis Armstrong medley.

For more information on the conservatory or its events, visit the conservatory Web site at www.lynn.edu/music.

Last Call to Arrange Campus Housing
Attention all residential students:

If you have not already done so, please contact the Office of Residence Life immediately to make arrangements for housing for the 2007-2008 academic year. You must make a $500 housing deposit in order to secure your space. All students required to live on campus that fail to indicate room preferences will be automatically assigned a space and assessed room and board charges. Students who have not participated in the room selection process may forfeit the opportunity to select roommates and building preferences.

As a residential institution, Lynn University requires all students to reside and board within the university residential system with a few exceptions. Students interested in residing off-campus, and qualify to do so, must submit an Off-Campus Housing Permission Form.

Relay for Life
Date: April 13 - 14
Time: 4:30 P.M.

More than 200 have registered for a total of 20 university teams featuring students, staff and faculty to raise funds and awareness for the American Cancer Society. More than $10,500, has already been raised, nearly reaching the total amount of $12,000 that was raised last year, and striving to reach the expected university goal of $20,000. The opening ceremony for the event will begin at 4:30 p.m. on Friday, April 13. For more information, go to www.acsevents.org/relay/llynnuniversity.

Support Relay for Life
All proceeds from the following will go toward Relay for Life:

Buy a T-Shirt - tie-dyed t-shirts ($5) and boxer shorts ($8) are on sale at the Student Center during lunch.

Contribute to the Penny Drive - students from FYE 102MO are creating a line of pennies from EM Lynn to the library and beyond.

Stick the SGA to the Wall - pay $1 for a one-foot piece of duct tape, and stick the new SGA president and vice president to the Student Center wall.

Summer Study
This summer, class will be in session for Lynn undergraduate students, wherever they are in the world. Lynn is introducing an online summer session in an effort to make it easier for traditional, day-time undergraduate students to accumulate required credits during the summer, whether they stay in South Florida, head back home or travel abroad.

The eight-week session will begin June 11 and will include classes that are a part of each undergraduate student’s required classes at the university.

Courses including geopolitics, psychology, entrepreneurship, art appreciation and even public speaking, will be taught through these online summer courses.

Traditional-age undergraduate students embrace technology and are comfortable with — and familiar with — online communities. The online courses, therefore, will allow them to expand their knowledge in the classroom, while trying out new techniques for communicating and learning.

Advising Week
Date: April 9 - 13
By Lauren Wiley

Been a while since you met with your advisor? This week is your chance to catch up, and register for fall classes.

Advising week gives you the opportunity to meet with your academic advisor to discuss things from course registration, classes needed to graduate, internships, to summer school sessions.

Advisors are there for you to keep you on track and help you to make the right decisions to get the most out of your education at Lynn.

If you don’t have an advisor visit your department advisor and schedule an appointment.
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Yahoo Horoscopes

Aquarius
An intriguing person may ask some probing questions. Trust his or her motives.

Pisces
Give the situation time. Wait some probing questions. Trust

Aries
Conversation will be effortless for you today -- your communication skills rock.

Taurus
Today, reach outside of your comfort zone to find something new in your life.

Gemini
It's time to clean your emotional house -- toss things that keep you from happiness.

Cancer
While your subconscious works through issues, distract yourself with fun friends.

Leo
You get comfort from talking to a friend, but the answers come from within you.

Virgo
Today there will be no problem that your quick reasoning won't be able to solve!

Libra
Keep what matters in your life -- don't get rid of old things to make room for new.

Scorpio
If you are charged with spending other people's money right now, act conservatively.

Sagittarius
If you are tired of people being all talk and no action, then just stop listening.

Capricorn
If you have a firm belief about what you want to do today, you should stick to it!

Spring Fashion
Hot Trends To Follow
By Lindsay Kraditor

Fashion is a huge part of life and many girls love to have all of the latest trends so here is a list of this season must-haves.

There are hundreds of ways to accessorize your outfits. Some very popular accessories are scarves, metal frame and plastic sunglasses, all sorts of belts and bags, hats, etc. Wedged shoes are also very in right now.

There are so many different ways to accessorize and these items will help you.

As for clothes:

Bold Colors
You will see all of the celebrities wearing these items, and they are all very flattering.

Metallic
For all of the girls who hated the "skinny jeans" the "unskinny jeans" are coming back and got a little baggier.

Asymmetrical Cuts
The sporty look and menswear vests are making a big hit as well. Girls can even borrow their boyfriend's vests if they do not want to buy their own.

Frilly Blouses, Square Jackets
Also, light layers are back to cool down for the warmer spring weather. For more fashion tips go to http://www.instyle.com and go to spring trends.

Are You A Prep, A Punk, Or A Nerd?
By Rachel Weiss

You're getting ready to go meet your friends. You are most likely to wear...

a) A cute outfit you bought at the mall last week.
b) Some baggy pants and a band tee.
c) Whatever your grandma bought you for your birthday

You meet up with your friends. Where are you...

a) The mall
b) A really loud concert
c) The computer store

You spot your best friend, he/she is...

a) Checking out the hotties
b) Getting a piercing
c) Picking their nose

Mostly a's
You are the prep. You are superficial, mean, self-absorbed, but above all you're cute. So if other people try to bring you down because you don't appear to be as smart or nice, it's because they're jealous!

Mostly b's
You are the punk. You wear the baggy pants with the pierced nose and a fierce attitude. Some people may be afraid of you, but you can't be that bad, right? Maybe smiling a little more won't make you look so scary.

Mostly c's
I'm a little boy with glasses
The one they call the geek
A little girl who never smiles
"Cause I've got braces on my teeth
And I know how it feels
To cry myself to sleep

Sound Familiar? It's the song "Don't Laugh At Me." It's perfect for a nerd like you. If you don't know it, look it up. Just don't sing it aloud, you might get beaten up.

Weekend Weather

This weekends temperatures will be in the high 80s Friday, Saturday and Sunday before a drop into the mid 70's starting Monday.

Expect partly cloudy skies today through Saturday. With a chance of thunderstorms throughout the day Sunday.

It's best not to expect a dry weekend so plan for indoor activities.

http://www.instyle.com
**Tri-Sigma Jail-a-Bail**

Date: April 25
Time: 11 A.M. - 1 P.M.

**As You Like It**

Date: April 25-28
Time: 8 P.M.
Where: Student Center

**Blood Drive**

Date: April 26
Time: 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.

**Pizza and a Movie**

Date: April 26
Time: 7 P.M.

**You’re Invited.**

Date: April 25
Time: 8:00 P.M.
Where: de Hoernle Sports and Cultural Center
Multi-platinum selling rock band Hinder will bring their madpackers.com “Door to Dorm” music tour to Lynn University.

Tickets are $10 for students and $20 for the general public. All tickets are on sale now and are for general admission. Non-student tickets can be purchased online at http://www.lynn.tickets.musictoday.com/. Student tickets are available at the Information Station in the Student Center.

Students must present a valid high school or university ID at the counter to qualify for the discount. The show is being sponsored by madpackers.com and the Office of Student Involvement.

For more information, visit the tour’s official Web site.

**Pizza and a Movie**

Date: April 28
Time: 7 P.M.

**Lynn Calender**

**Lynn Production of As You Like It**

**Interview With The Lead Actors**

By Renee Ingrassia

The Lynn Drama Department is premiering William Shakespeare’s As You Like It on April 25th, at 8 P.M.

The play is about the youth not wanting to follow the constraints of society and so they go on a search for their own and find it in the Forest of Arden.

Here, you will find the answers to all of your questions: why and how this play was chosen and much more. However, you will have to read on to find the answers.

The director of this play was Harry Murphy. Murphy has been acting professionally for twenty-eight years and has been in over one hundred and sixty professional stage productions. He is also the founding member of American Repertory Theatre and a graduate of the Yale Drama School, Class of 1980.

Murphy has performed every Shakespearean play but six. He has performed As You Like It three times and has played three different characters. Murphy has been in attendance to every major theatre festival in the world: Paris, Tokyo, London, you name it, he was there.

Stephen Aiello is the producer of As You Like It. He used to teach English and now he is a professor teaching such classes as World Drama and Acting. Not only is Aiello into theater, he is also into music. He was a musician that performed all over the northeast in clubs and even concerts. By the time, he was twenty-one he appeared in over a couple hundred “gigs” and everywhere from the Jazz Workshop in Boston to the Café Au Go-Glo in Manhattan. I recently had the opportunity to meet and conduct an interview with both of these outstanding gentlemen.

Renee: Why did you decide to do a production of As You Like It here at Lynn?

Harry: I was asked to do a play in January and having known the actors I knew this would challenge them, as they have never done Shakespeare. It is also a play that can be accessible to both the actors and the audience.

Renee: Who is your favorite character in this play? Why?

Harry: I like all of the characters but if I had to choose one it would be Oliver. Oliver is the epitome of good and evil; he gets a chance to repent and transform his character.

Renee: Do you prefer acting or directing? Why?

Harry: I have acted so much that it is nice to direct. I love working with the students, I love their willingness to try anything once and the excitement and eagerness they displace.

Renee: What has your favorite production been so far?

Stephen: At Lynn, our production of What the Butler Saw, a spoof of modern sexuality that is set in an insane asylum.

Renee: Have you always had a love for acting and theater?

Stephen: My first love was figure skating as a child. From there I went to music as a young man, and then on to theater as a teacher.

Renee: How did your love for acting and theater develop?

Stephen: When I began directing plays in schools, I saw what performing could do for awakening my students’ creative abilities and confidence. I have also had the pleasure to work with many professional actors, directors, and designers in the theater.

Renee: What are your plans for the future of the drama department?

Stephen: My dream is for Lynn to have a Conservatory of Drama to match our already wonderful Conservatory of Music, both in a new performing arts center.

Now that you know who is responsible for bringing a little bit of William Shakespeare to Lynn University and a little bit about them come out and support them and the cast.

As You Like It will premiere on April 25th and will show on April 26th, 27th and 28th at 8:00 P.M. in the student center.

Remember, admission is completely free but seating is on a first come, first serve basis. Arrive early, and be prepared to be enlightened by the wise words of William Shakespeare.
Movie Critic
Fracture
By Simone Sobel

Fracture starring Anthony Hopkins was an interesting but sort of strange murder story.

Hopkins character from "Silence of the Lambs" attempts to carry over but with a lighter tone. He plays a very successful, wealthy man who suspects his wife is cheating on him and follows her to discover the truth about who she is with.

When she comes home, he shoots her without blinking an eye.

He is a calm and collected killer, with a psychotic undertone as he has seemed to have planned out the killing very carefully, and attempts to prove how easy it is to get away with murder even though he gave a verbal confession to the police that he did it.

He enjoys watching lawyers and law officials trying to prove him wrong, and is extremely confident that he will walk out a free man.

There is a lot of legal jargon that goes in this movie that makes it a little difficult to follow, but overall it gives an original twist to a storyline that has been done many times.

Taverna Kyma is a New Greek restaurant that just opened about two months ago in Boca Raton.

As soon as you enter you notice all the fresh food that is being cooked. They have all the traditional Greek favorites on the menu, including: Greek soups and salads, saganaki, and kebob.

The decor is very old fashion Greek, and outdoor seating is available on the patio.

The restaurant is the same owners as Taverna Opa, which is located all over southeastern Florida.

They are open for lunch Monday through Friday, and dinner is served every night. The prices are fairly reasonable since the size of the portions is very generous.

If you love Greek food as much as I do I strongly recommend this new delicious restaurant to you.

Taverna Kyma is located on Federal Highway a few blocks down after Jeffrey Street on the right.
Blood Drive
You're Invited

Date: April 26
Time: 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.

By Lauren Wiley
This is a great opportunity to give back to your community and get some free stuff. They will be giving out free movie passes, t-shirts, mini-physi- cals, and entertainment packages.

For more information contact the Health Center at 561-237-7231.

Spring Term Withdrawal
Last Day to Withdraw from any class for this term
Date: April 27

Pizza and a Movie

Date: April 26 and 28
Time: 7 P.M.

According to CNN.com, a tornado struck the border town of Eagle Pass, Texas late Tuesday night as part of a storm system that swept through the central U.S. on Tuesday and Wednesday killing 11 total.

The tornado destroyed two schools, and hundreds of homes, killing 10 on the U.S. side of the border, and injuring more than 70. One of the homes destroyed was a mobile home carrying a young girl around 5 years of age, her 2 parents, and 2 other adult family members. All 5 of them were killed when their home was slammed into the side of an elementary school building.

Across the Rio Grande in Mexico, approximately 87 people were injured and more than 300 homes destroyed.

Outside of Texas, the storm system surged on producing heavy winds, snow, and rain and severe thunderstorms. The 11th victim was an elderly man in Louisiana that was killed by a lightning strike as the storm passed.

The system also stirred up a few other tornadoes prior to that in Texas while passing over Colorado and Oklahoma, caused severe flooding in both Iowa and Nebraska, forced the evacuation of Airport towers in Dallas, and stranded over 60 kids on school buses due to snow in Colorado.

As of Wednesday afternoon, cleanup and shelters were up and operating to help those affected by this torrential storm system which now presses forth to strike the east coast today. For regularly updated information on this system and the conditions of the affected areas, visit CNN.com.

Tornadoes and Storms Bring Deadly Weather
Texas - Mexico Border Suffered Severe Tornado Killing 10
By Ashley Roberts

First Russian President Dies
Russia's First Democratic Elected Leader Boris Yeltsin Passes at 76
By Melanie Pierce

According to the BBC, Russia's first president Boris Yeltsin died on Monday, April 23 at the age of 76. Yeltsin had been suffering for a long time with heart failure. He is known all over the world as a defender of democracy. In 1991 Yeltsin mounted a tank in Moscow and gathered people against an attempt to overthrow Mr. Gorbachev's era of glasnost and perestroika.

Boris Yeltsin
Two years later he ordered Russian tanks to fire on their own parliament in October 1993, when the building was occupied by hard-line political opponents.

Once Mr. Yeltsin came into power many saw signs of a drinking problem. However no matter what his personal issues were he was still very true to leading his country and being a reliable western ally.

In 1999 President Yeltsin stepped down as leader of Russia and handed the reigns over to former secret service chief Vladimir Putin.

Now after his passing many may say that although not much was done to bring peace and property to Russia while Yeltsin reigned, he still help bring the seventy year reign of Soviet Communism to an end.

The funeral was held on Wednesday April 25 in honor of former President Boris Yeltsin and his passion for Russian Democracy.
Aquarius
No one else is going to put your needs first if you don’t. Be self-reliant.

Pisces
Be delicate with your feedback; do not be too openly critical of authority figures.

Aries
Fulfill today’s mundane tasks with enthusiasm, and you will actually enjoy them.

Taurus
Live music can help you fire up a romantic relationship — check upcoming concerts.

Gemini
Turning your ideas into action should be your primary goal today.

Cancer
Immerse yourself in a crowd if you can — connecting with others will please you.

Leo
Switch out of multi-tasking mode. Focus your attention where it’s most needed.

Virgo
Is your social calendar getting cluttered? Today you need to tidy up your free time.

Libra
Your realistic outlook will help you to be very self-sufficient and effective today.

Scorpio
Secrets give power, but with that power comes responsibility. Keep your secrets.

Sagittarius
If a boastful friend is driving you crazy, just get your distance today.

Capricorn
Don’t let yourself be intimidated by a powerful authority figure today.

For many that are pet owners, or pet lovers, you’ve heard of the recent pet food recalls that has affected almost every major brand of cat and dog food. According to MSNBC.com, in a recent update of the recall, it has been extended to a group of Quarantined hogs that were fed the tainted pet food, and testing is now being conducted to human foods.

It is believed that only a small number of farms were recipients of this poisoned food, and that of those farms, the hogs were not used for human food consumption.

In FDA testing, the contamination was found in hogs in both North and South Carolina, as well as California. In a press release given by the FDA, the Chief Veterinarian said, “at this point, I don’t have a definitive answer other than to say that the issue is being addressed.”

All the while, in the process of making his statement, the California Agricultural Department is attempting to contact approximately 50 people that may have received pork from the tainted farm in California. The state health department has also asked the public avoid the consumption of meat at this current point in time, even though the risk of human contamination is minimal.

Not only meat, but other products are being tested for the chemical, such as imported proteins in pizza dough, baby formula, energy bars, and protein shakes. According to MSNBC, “the ingredient list includes wheat gluten, corn gluten, corn meal, soy protein and rice bran.

Previously, the poisoning of the pet foods, and now possibly human consumed meats, was being investigated as intentional. No developments have come of this current investigation, but is still continuing for more information.

For more information on the contamination and what to watch for, visit the www.FDA.gov.

Text messaging friends and family is a great way to stay in touch. But on most cell phones, it’s a hassle with the entire alphabet on 8 keys.

With letters on the 2-9 keys, you have to press these keys multiple times to get the letter desired. If you want to type an “s,” for example, you have to press the number “7” four times within a couple of seconds.

For punctuation, forget it. You could be typing the “1” key ten times to find the correct punctuation mark! If you don’t press the button in time, the cursor automatically moves to the next space. Then you have to backspace and start all over again.

Now, newer cell phones are coming out with keyboards so there is no need to press numbers repeatedly for the correct mark.

The new phones unfold into keyboards with the standard “qwerty” keyboard. You can easily type messages without pressing a number key over and over.

It makes text messaging your friends fast and easy. It also makes punctuating your messages an attainable goal. You don’t have to constantly press a key to find the mark you want, cutting the time you spend text messaging your friends in half.

This unique feature is available on many newer cell phones of different models. Get yours today from your current carrier.
In 2005, 2.4 million adults and children died of AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa. While these statistics are startling there is a way you can help!

The (RED) program was developed by Bono and Bobby Shriver, Chairman of DATA. It was created to raise awareness and money for the Global Fund by teaming up with the world's most iconic brands to produce (RED) branded products.

A percentage of each product sold is given to the Global Fund. The money helps women and children affected by HIV/AIDS in Africa.

The (RED) Manifesto states as first world consumers, we have tremendous power. What we collectively choose to buy, or not to buy, can change the course of life and history on this planet.

This campaign has enlisted the help of Motorola, Emporio Armani, i-Pod, American Express, Converse, and Gap, just to name a few. The products offered are cell phones, credit cards, t-shirts, sneakers, watches, and 1-pods.

The (RED) campaign is making a big difference and the money donated is getting to the affected areas in need.

In just three weeks, the (RED) campaign raised enough money for more than 15 million pregnant women in Africa to get treatment to prevent the transmission of HIV to their unborn children.

On Wednesday April 25, the Lynn University Fighting Knights attended the annual Student-Athlete Recognition Banquet. Hosted by Theodore Curtis a professor of Hospitality, the banquet held a number of events.

The guests were seated at assigned tables with their fellow teammates and coaches. Individual athletic awards were presented from each team's head coach, Most Improved and Most Valuable Player. Scholar Athlete awards, Blue & White Athlete of the Year and inductees to the Lynn Athletics Hall of Fame were also honored at the banquet.

A nice prepared dinner was served to the student-athletes, coaches, and staff throughout the presentation of athletic awards along with a video produced by senior students from the communications department was presented sharing each team's accomplishments.

The Lynn Athletics Hall of Fame inducted three new award winners: Christina Cavina (Women's Tennis), Henrik Nystrom (Men's Golf) and former Athletics Director Dr. Richard Young.

Fall sports honorees included Most Valuable Players Leon Jackson (Men's Soccer), Courtney O'Connell (Women's Soccer) and Larissa Witherspoon (Volleyball). Most Improved Players were Courtney Rimmer (Men's Soccer), Dreauna Heising (Women's Soccer) and Sydney Taylor (Volleyball).

Winter sports honorees included Most Valuable Players Andrew Smith (Men's Basketball) and Sarah Mahan (Women's Basketball). Most Improved Players were Darnell Kirkwood (Men's Basketball) and Rae Rae Fripp (Women's Basketball).

Spring sport honorees included Most Valuable Players Boisvert (Baseball), Kathleen Smith (Softball), Scott Aydeloté (Men's Golf), Elise Brandt (Women's Golf), Dennis Riegraf (Men's Tennis) and GedeMile Norkute (Women's Tennis). Most Improved Players were Chad Crowe (Baseball), Mika Tatar (Softball), Federico Celano (Men's Golf), Megan Mangone (Women's Golf), Lorenzo Cava (Men's Tennis) and Christine Johnstone (Women's Tennis).

Lynn University Male Student-Athlete of the Year went to Kirkwood (Men's Basketball) and Female Student-Athlete of the Year honors was awarded to Stine Svenningsen (Women's Soccer).

Awarded the Blue and White Athlete of the Year for the men's was Nicolas Boisvert (Baseball) and Alexandra Schunk (Women's Tennis). Boisvert helped the Fighting Knights baseball team reach their first NCAA Regional appearance while batting over .400 and establishing a new record for hits in a season (92). Schunk went 15-3 in singles competition, earning ITA All-America honors, in helping the Fighting Knights women's tennis team reach the NCAA National Semifinals for the ninth time in 10 years.
Aquarius
Seek the comfort of your home and family. They need your attention right now.

Pisces
You are projecting an aura of calm confidence today -- who cares if it's bravado?

Aries
Many people want your attention today. It's okay to take care of yourself first.

Taurus
Your charm will meet its lovely match today, in the form of a new friend.

Gemini
Treat yourself well today -- and no half-measures! Indulge your senses.

Cancer
Your eye for detail will get you into a very interesting situation today. Enjoy it!

Leo
Someone who hasn't yet earned your trust may not deserve it. Be wary.

Virgo
It's the small details that will cause the biggest problems today, so pay attention.

Libra
After a lot of socializing, you should enjoy the chance to spend some time alone.

Scorpio
If you're stuck in planning mode today, make it a group affair. Get a consensus.

Sagittarius
Today you run the risk of rushing ahead before you're truly ready to move forward.

Capricorn
Trying to fit in drains a lot of energy out of you, so stop trying! Be yourself.

Hot Fashion
How to Wear the Skinny Jean
By DeShanna Minuto

Skinny jeans have been the hottest trend for the past few seasons, but are they right for you?

Skinny jeans look the best with a dark wash and a nice stretch to them. What people mistake about these jeans are that they always have to be super tight, which isn't always the case. If the super skinny isn't flattering you, then go with a less tight fit. Because the jean is so skinny, there should be modest rise to them.

What about shoes? The perfect pair of shoes to go with skinny jeans are a perfect pair of ballet flats.

Ballet flats are extremely popular this season and look great with a nice pair of skinny jeans.

Music freaks, Sandisk has come out with an MP3 player that you can take with you to store all your music.

This flash drive manufacturing company has released the Sansa e250. It's a 2 GB media player that plays MP3 or WMA files. It's also compatible with Microsoft's PlaysForSure subscription music.

The Sansa e250 can serve as an FM tuner, so you can listen to the radio while on the go, stores photos, and has video playback capabilities.

This player also has the ability to record your voice. Now you never forget an important thought. Bring it to class to record lectures. It has 20 hours of battery life. That's twice the amount of a mobiBLU Cube2.

Get yours today wherever MP3 players are sold.

Chess Press
So Easy A Kid Can Do It
By Simone Sobel

At least once in your life you've probably heard someone say "This is so easy a child can do it". Well in competitive chess, a talented kid is often feared by the opposition.

Typically chess players who reach the level of Grandmaster which is the highest rank you can attain, begin learning and playing chess between the ages of three to seven.

I began playing chess at the late age of fifteen, and its been quite a struggle because when I met the talented youth from all around the United States they already had so much experience and years behind them and were at a much higher level.

Teaching chess to children is often compared to foreign language and music, a child's mind is open and sponge-like and doesn't have the barriers that an adults mind does.

There is a wonderful program based in New York, which has put chess as a regular class in the schedule of inner city elementary schools.

Studies have shown that chess is an educational tool as it enhances their creativity, memory, analytical abilities, problem solving skills, and teaches patience and the importance of foresight.

David's Gadgets
Sandisks Flagship Mp3
By David Sandy

Music freaks, Sandisk has come out with an MP3 player that you can take with you to store all your music.

This flash drive manufacturing company has released the Sansa e250.

It's a 2 GB media player that plays MP3 or WMA files. It's also compatible with Microsoft's PlaysForSure subscription music.

The Sansa e250 can serve as an FM tuner, so you can listen to the radio while on the go, stores photos, and has video playback capabilities.

The player has a reinforced metal backing to prevent scratches and cracks, and contains a TFT color screen with an easy to work menu system.